DISCUSSION FORUM

11:00 – 12:30  Abbott Vascular endovascular electronic education program – below the knee interventions – Panel discussion with recorded cases

CHAIRMAN:
Max Amor

MODERATOR:
Hans Martin Gißler
Roberto Ferraresi
Luis Mariano Palena
Christian Wissgott

We are asking all faculty members to strictly respect the given time limits.
Thursday, January 29, 2015

TECHNICAL FORUM

13:30 – 16:30  LINC Expert Course – CLI treatment - LIVE with Marco Manzi from Abano Terme, Thomas Zeller from Bad Krozingen, and Andrej Schmidt from Leipzig

CHAIRMAN:
Patrick Peeters

MODERATOR:
Miloslav Roček
Michael Lichtenberg
Miguel Montero-Baker
George Adams

Via satellite from Abano Terme

Luis Mariano Palena

14:15 – 14:20  Reducing contrast and procedural time during BTK procedures: The new Arrow GPSCath

Miloslav Roček

15:00 – 15:05  The 3 years outcome of endoluminal bypass for patients with CLI: The Spanish experience
Jorge Fernández Noya

15:45 – 15:50  Treatment of challenging BTK lesions with the next generation Phoenix Atherectomy System

Michael Lichtenberg

We are asking all faculty members to strictly respect the given time limits.